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Product Application Instructions - Carlack Longlife polish
Step 1.
Wash and dry your vehicle. We recommend Carlack Car
Shampoo to wash your vehicle. Ensure you follow local regulations
regarding water usage and wash your car on a soft surface.
We recommend that polishes are applied with the vehicle in a shaded
area. Applying polish in direct sunlight will not affect the finished results
of the Carlack range; the polish tends to harden and therefore requires
greater effort to remove.

Step 2.
Evaluate the quality of the paint finish on your vehicle. Do
this by wiping your fingers over the paint surface and feel for a rough
finish on your paintwork. If the paint surface feels abrasive you may need
to use a stronger (cutting) polish. We recommend using Carlack Cutting
polish for this task. If cutting polish is not required follow the instructions
below.

If Carlack Cutting polish is used we recommend using Carlack Complete polish before using the
Carlack Longlife polish. Refer to the instructions for that product.

Application:
Apply Carlack Longlife polish to a soft cotton cloth and apply to the paintwork of your vehicle. Be
careful as the Carlack Longlife polish has a consistency close to water and flows from the bottle
quickly. Cover one panel at a time using a wiping motion and cover the panel evenly. To ensure
complete coverage of the panel a second coat can be applied after a few minutes. Allow Carlack
Longlife polish to dry to a light haze (about 5 minutes) and then remove. If left for too long the effort
to remove will increase.

Removal:
Using a soft cotton cloth (flanalette or an old t-shirt) or microfibre cloth gently wipe over the applied
areas in a circular motion frequently turning the removal cloth. Your result should be a smooth to
the touch finish and a deep brilliant shine.

Carlack Longlife polish will give you a deep shine and an almost wet-look finish.

The Carlack Car Care range also offers glass and interior cleaners and protectors.
For more information go to our website – www.carlackproducts.com.au
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